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Overview of Chehalis Basin, OCB, and CBB

Elements of Chehalis Basin Strategy
oAquatic Species Restoration Plan
oLocal Scale Flood Damage Reduction Actions
oLarge Scale Flood Damage Reduction Actions

Compare/Contrast OCB & OCR

Today’s Presentation



3The Chehalis Basin



4Another view…



5And another view…
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6A Fertile & Bucolic Region …



7… With Extreme Flooding



2018

2007



No Action = $3.5 - $4.5B  
projected economic 
damages from future 
flooding

Photos courtesy of : Chronicleonline.com



10An Abundant River Basin…



11…With Struggling Aquatic Species



12And a Declining Baseline…



13Relative Abundance of Fish Species
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Chinook
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OCB’S LEGISLATIVE DIRECTIVE

To aggressively pursue an integrated 
strategy & funding for:

• long-term flood damage reduction
• aquatic species habitat restoration
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CHEHALIS BASIN STRATEGY

“…must include a detailed set of actions to reduce flood 
damage and improve aquatic species habitat.”

“…must include an implementation schedule and 
quantified measures for evaluating the success of 
implementation.”

RCW 43.21A.732
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“The board is responsible for…developing biennial 
and supplemental budget recommendations to the 
governor.”

RCW 43.21A.731(6)

“For administrative purposes, the board is located 
within the department (of Ecology).”

RCW 43.21A.731(3)

CHEHALIS BASIN BOARD
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OCR As Model for OCB

“In operating the office, the department must follow, 
to the greatest extent practicable, the model being 
used to administer the Columbia river basin water 
supply program...”

RCW 43.21A.730(3)
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CHEHALIS BASIN BOARD

x3
x2
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Chehalis Basin Board Members
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OCB ORG CHART 



Elements of Chehalis Basin Strategy
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Completed: Fall 2017
Evaluated potential 
alternatives and actions for 
basin-wide flood damage 
reduction and aquatic 
species habitat restoration.

Identified preferred suite of 
actions

Programmatic EIS



23Accomplishments So Far



24Accomplishments So Far

35 Fish Barrier Removal Projects 26 Farm Pads 55 Local Flood Damage Reduction Projects



25On the Ground Success to Date
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Chehalis Basin Strategy Capital Budgets
In millions
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CBS Capital Budgets Over Time
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• Initial ASRP draft released 
late 2017 

• Early actions reach 
restoration projects now 
underway

• Long-term restoration 
scenarios under 
development

• Phase 1 ASRP available for 
public comment Summer 
2019

Aquatic Species Restoration Plan

ASRP
DOCUMENT 



29ASRP Vision

To provide for a future where the Chehalis Basin can support:
• Healthy and harvestable salmon populations, 
• Robust and diverse populations of native aquatic and semi-aquatic 

species, and 
• Productive, self-sustaining ecosystems that are resilient to climate 

change and anthropogenic stressors,
While also honoring the social, economic, and cultural values of the 
region.

Large wood on the Humptulips Upper East Fork Satsop wetland complex



30New Models Confirm Declining Baseline
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• No action = marked 
decline in abundance 
by Late Century
o -30%  Coho 
o -70%  Spring Chinook

• Greatest decline due 
to climate change & 
temperature
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Basin is divided into 10  
ecological diversity regions.

- Distinct ecological 
characteristics

- Unique geologic features

ASRP Spatial Scale 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To begin development of the restoration and protection strategies: The basin was divided into 10 unique Ecological Regions These are different geographic areas that have distinct ecological characteristics. In order to value the contribution all of these diverse parts of the basin and to tailor restoration approaches to the unique features or conditions within each, the boundaries were drawn to group similar systems or habitat types together. 



32ASRP Major Strategies

•Restoration
•Protection
•Institutional Capacity
•Community Planning & Involvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The plan is structured around 4 major strategies: Most attention has focused to date on restoration strategy, but other elements of ASRP include:Protection strategies are being developed to ensure protection of important ecological areas and ecosystem processes that have been identified, as well as the protection of the state’s investment in restoration. Institutional Capacity is looking at the in-basin capacity of partners to carry out both restoration and protection work associated with plan implementation. Our focus is on a strategic investment strategy to ensure that the ASRP’s work is sustainable for the long-term. This strategy will address ASRP governance and implementation structures to ensure success in implementing. Community Planning and Involvement address the impact that the plan will have on local communities, and built support for a healthy aquatic system as part of a vibrant community. Ongoing engagement with landowners and organizations is providing input to the plan and early actions. In continuing to acknowledge and understand how the ASRP will affect community members and spaces, we can appropriately engage with community members and local governments on planning for the future.



33ASRP Scenarios

Scenario 1: Protect and Restore 
Core Habitats

Scenario 2: Protect and 
Expand Restoration

Scenario 3: Protect Core 
Habitats Restore Spatial 
Diversity

Colored polygons = Geographic areas where treatment was applied; dots = Culverts removed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Level of effort separated into optionsScenarios differ by:	- River miles restored	- Acres of Riparian/floodplain restored	- Number and location of barriers removedScenarios are additive, NOT alternativesTreatments differ between inside (mid century, wood added and late century, tree maturation) managed forest and outside managed forest (mid century: large wood, trees planted, floodplains reconnected/late century: riparian forest matured, connection of floodplains continues). Scenario 1 – Major focus on habitats for Spring Chinook and biggest producers for Coho, Steelhead, Chum; core areas for amphibiansScenario 2 – Add several smaller tributaries that are good production areas for multiple salmonid species; additional areas for amphibians particularly in the Black River and Hills which are the strongholds for Oregon Spotted FrogScenario 3a – Expand spatial and life history diversity, which is the expansion of habitats that support different life stages and diverse populations. Spatial diversity is important because it “spreads the risk” to a population by having individuals dispersed around the basin (diversification of retirement portfolio analogy).
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Scenario 1 
Protect and Enhance Core Habitats

Scale of Restoration

220 river miles of restoration
9,590 acres riparian/floodplain

1,900 on large rivers
2,100 across mainstem nodes
5,560 on medium rivers

18 on small streams
112 culvert/barriers corrected 
61 river miles opened

Est. Average Cost: $442 m 
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Scenario 2, Protect Core Habitats 
and Restore Key Opportunities

Added Restoration
315 river miles of restoration

+ 95 miles
10,900 acres riparian/floodplain

+ 700 on medium rivers
+ 567 on small streams

233 culvert/barriers corrected 
+ 121 culverts

157 river miles opened
+ 96 miles

Est. Average Cost: $541 m 
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Scenario 3a, Protect Core Habitats 
and Expand Distribution

Added Restoration
430 river miles of restoration

+ 115 miles
15,000 acres riparian/floodplain

+ 4,100 on all size streams
313 culvert/barriers corrected 

+ 80 culverts
254 river miles opened

+ 150 miles

Est. Average Cost: $892 m 

Presenter
Presentation Notes




37ASRP Scenario Effects (coho)
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38ASRP Scenario Effects (spring Chinook)



39ASRP Take-Away Messages

We face a declining baseline. The hole will only get 
deeper, and prospects for success less certain, unless 
actions are taken sooner than later.
ASRP focuses on improving habitat capacity. 
We have confidence in the actions to take and 
locations to take them in the basin’s freshwater 
environment.
It will take significant investment over the next 
couple decades to make the difference that is 
needed. 
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North Shore Levee

Aberdeen-
Hoquiam North 

Shore Levee

• Early project phases 
funded through Flood 
Authority local projects

• Currently undergoing 
environmental 
review/permitting

• $10M State Capital 
Budget proviso for NSL 
in 2019-2021
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Project objectives: 
• Protect 3,500+ homes & properties 

assessed at over $480m from 100-
year coastal flood event 

• Remove them from regulatory 
floodplain, eliminating currently 
mandated Federal flood insurance 
requirements on mortgages

North Shore Levee
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EISs will:
Evaluate environmental 
impacts of FCZD’s Project to 
reduce flood damage in 
Chehalis & Centralia from 
storm events originating in 
the Willapa Hills.
Currently undergoing 
environmental review through 
SEPA and NEPA.
Draft EISs expected in 2020

Project-Level SEPA/NEPA EISs

Project-level 
SEPA/NEPA EISs



43Flood Control Zone District Project



44FCZD Project Objectives

• Reduce closure of I-5
• Reduce severity of major flooding on 4,000+ acres 

& provide relief from more than $900m of 
economic impacts from major flood event

• Provide future leaders flexibility to address 
increase peak flows and summer low flows



45FRE Rendering

Temporary reservoir capacity
65,000 acre feet



46Fish Passage



Compare/Contrast OCB & OCR
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… plus drought

Compare/Contrast OCB & OCR

“Fish & Water Supply”“Fish & Flood”

...plus flood
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Compare/Contrast OCB & OCR

• Governance Structure/Authorizing Environment
• Tribal Engagement
• Federal Engagement
• Agriculture Sector Engagement
• Consensus decision-making
• History of issues & conflicts
• Scale & Size of Projects
• Legislative Champions



Questions?

Andrea McNamara Doyle, OCB Director
Andrea.Doyle@ecy.wa.gov

360.407.6548
Chehalisbasinstrategy.com

mailto:Andrea.Doyle@ecy.wa.gov
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